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Abstract 

Since 1940 the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) has held an annual 

competition pitting the best college basketball teams against each other. This single-elimination 

tournament has grown to include sixty-eight teams vying to be crowned national champion. 

The teams are not the only ones competing for glory during the tournament. From its 

humble beginnings, the tournament that is aptly nicknamed March Madness has grown to include 

tens of millions of people betting billions of dollars on who they think will win each of the sixty-

three games that make up the tournament. For decades, people ranging from die-hard sports 

fanatics to people who have never watched a game of basketball have attempted the difficult task 

of predicting the outcome of this tournament. 

Many have debated whether there is a true statistical method for predicting outcomes in 

this tournament, so we put that to the test. We attempted to predict the 2017 NCAA College 

Basketball Tournament by applying generalized linear models and random forests, predictive 

modeling tools widely used in statistics. Based on our various predictive models, we submitted 

21 brackets to ESPN' s Tournament Challenge and tracked their success against the 18.8 million 

other entries submitted by the general population. We analyzed our findings based on the overall 

rankings of our entries on ESPN to determine if our predictive models held a statistical 

advantage over the population. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

This project was both challenging and rewarding because predictive modeling is one of 

the greatest challenges in mathematics. We can analyze the past and use that knowledge to try to 

predict future events, but this process is almost never completely successful. There is a special 

challenge in predicting the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament because this tournament is 

consistently one of the most unpredictable sporting events of the year. This gave us a pair of 

unique challenges, to expand our knowledge and skill in predictive modeling, and to know that at 

least some of our predictions were going to be wrong, no matter how well we constructed our 

models. 

Our research took many forms throughout the project. Because there are many methods 

of predictive analytics, we had to start with a wide scope of possible ideas and narrow them 

down into what we perceived to be the most applicable methods to our project. This involved 

familiarizing ourselves with many different methods and determining pros and cons to each 

method. Our research often guided us as certain methods led to other modeling techniques and 

mathematical concepts. These additional paths were not always fruitful, so it was important for 

us to recognize which paths to follow. 

Working to predict the 2017 NCAA College Basketball Tournament using predictive 

modeling also gave us an opportunity to explore this field in regards to an event with readily 

obtainable data. This project also has another advantage: even though we knew that none of our 

predictions would be perfect, there is no real consequence to being wrong. This notoriously 

unpredictable tournament still offered a significant task because of the many directions the 

project could take. Exploring new mathematical, statistical programs, and having to apply in

depth analysis of our findings throughout the process certainly proved to be a worthy challenge. 
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Computer programs such as Microsoft Excel and the statistical package R proved to be a 

particular challenge of this project. We entered this project with very little combined experience 

with R, but the vast majority of our final models were generated using R. This shows the 

tremendous growth in knowledge we achieved through this project, which was very satisfying 

personally. Although we had more previous experience with Excel, it was still rewarding to 

apply our knowledge to create purpose-built spreadsheets for running our projections. 

While utilizing these statistical software, we learned that efficiency and innovation are 

key. Creating data sets that worked in both Excel and R was not always easy. With the vast 

amount of data and analysis that was sorted through, it was important to manipulate our data in a 

variety of ways while still making sure the format was compatible between both programs. This 

taught us to be more innovative with our data in Excel so it could be more easily transferrable to 

R. Because we were less familiar with R, some of our data sets would not transfer perfectly. This 

taught us the value of careful attention and patience while working in these programs. One small 

error or formatting decision in Excel could make our code in R completely worthless, and it was 

not always easy to see why. This could be frustrating at times, so being patient and paying 

careful attention to detail helped us to problem solve more efficiently. 

While this is certainly not the first time mathematicians have tried to apply predictive 

modeling to the NCAA Tournament, we believe this project provides a new outlook to the 

problem as well as represents significant personal growth. Predictive modeling is a very 

powerful technique that can be applied in many ways. Our project represents an opportunity for 

us to begin to explore these techniques in a low-risk environment as well as the opportunity to 

improve on these models for tournaments to come. 
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Looking back, there were many things that we could have done differently or more 

efficiently, but this was still a very enjoyable project. We made a significant application of our 

mathematical knowledge while also working on something that was of great personal interest to 

us. We knew when we started that whatever we created was going to be wrong, and to a degree it 

was, but this was still a genuinely fun project and a memorable experience. 
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Introduction 

The NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Tournament goes by many names. March 

Madness, The Big Dance, and simply The Tournament are just some of the names you might 

hear come March. Every year, 68 of the best college basketball teams in the country are selected 

for the tournament and play through a single elimination bracket until one team is crowned the 

national champion. The results of this tournament are notoriously unpredictable, with small 

schools frequently upsetting larger schools with more talented teams. Every year millions of 

people across the world fill out brackets attempting to predict the results of the tournament, but 

no perfect bracket has even been documented. Researchers have estimated the probability of 

picking a perfect bracket between 1 in 4,294,967,296 and 1 in 9,223,372,036,854,775,808, 

depending on the calculation (forbes.com). The goal of our honors thesis is not necessarily to 

predict the perfect bracket but to see if there is a mathematical way to more accurately predict 

the tournament and apply it to the 2017 NCAA Men' s Basketball Tournament. 

68 teams are invited every year to the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament. Four play-in 

games eliminate four teams, leaving the 64 that make up the final bracket. The Round of 64 

consists of 32 games, which eliminates half of the 64 teams. The second round reduces these 32 

teams down to 16, referred to as the Sweet 16. The Sweet 16 is then cut down to the Elite 8, who 

play each other for one of the spots in the Final Four. These four teams compete for the two spots 

in the national championship game, which decides the team that will be named national 

champions. The traditional method for scoring tournament brackets is to award 1 point for each 

Round of 64 game correctly predicted, 2 points for each Round of 32 game, 4 points for every 

Sweet 16 game, 8 points for each Elite 8 game, 16 points for each ofthe Final Four games, and 

32 points for correctly predicting the national champion. Almost every major bracket pool uses 
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these scoring rules, with the only exception being ESPN.com, which simply multiplies each of 

these values by 10. This creates a maximum possible bracket score of 192 (or 1920 on 

ESPN.com). 

The ultimate goal of this project was to develop a system to predict the highest-scoring 

bracket possible. We did this by employing common techniques in predictive modeling today: 

generalized linear models, decision trees, and random forests. Using these methods, we 

developed an assortment of models to predict the outcome of the 2017 NCAA Tournament. We 

then entered these brackets on ESPN.com to track our results against the general population. 

What Others Have Done 

Attempting to predict the NCAA Tournament is not a brand-new phenomenon. There are 

many algorithms out there that have been made public over the years. From well-known 

statisticians, such as fivethirtyeight' s Nate Silver, to machine learning competitions on 

kaggle.com, many have tried their lot at using data to aid their bracket predictions. 

Many approaches have been taken to make predictions, some very complex but others 

quite simple. Furthermore, a wide array of mathematical techniques involving various 

combinations ofteam statistics, and even the creation of new statistics, have been successfully 

utilized for these predictions. Composites of various human and computer rankings, logistic 

regressions, and application of complex probability concepts are just a few examples of methods 

utilized over the past few years. Exploring some of these models gave us important insights to 

consider when creating our own models. 
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Nate Silver is a statistician who gained respect applying statistics to baseball and later 

gained fame by predicting 49 of the 50 states in the 2008 presidential election. He has also rather 

successfully tried his hand in predicting the NCAA Tournament. Silver's model has been based 

on a composite of 7 general, equally weighted team ratings (5 computer rankings and 2 human 

rankings) up until this year. For the 2017 Tournament, a sixth computer ranking was introduced 

into the model. Each computer rating is generally based around very similar base statistics such 

as wins and losses, strength of schedule, margin of victory, and offensive and defensive 

efficiency. These statistics are all based on performance throughout the season. 

The difference in these ratings is relatively small, usually only varying in terms of how 

specific statistics are calculated and weighted. Despite the marginal differences, Silver notes, 

"even small differences can compound over the course of a tournament that requires six or seven 

games to win" (fivethirtyeight.com). Combining these computer ratings smooths out any biases 

or impurities in a specific model. 

Some additional statistics these ratings consider are not relevant to season performance, 

but a team's status going into the tournament. For example, some rankings consider how far a 

team must travel for a tournament game. The tournament matchups do not take into 

consideration how far a team must travel, so a highly rated team could potentially travel across 

the country to play a lower rated team playing less than 50 miles from home. This has been 

shown to have a larger effect than previously thought in predicting games. The other commonly 

used rating adjustment accounts for injuries in a team's starting line-up. If a team loses a pivotal 

player to injury for the tournament, this can have a significant effect on the team's success. On 

the contrary, if a team has recently regained a key contributor, their rating could be boosted. 
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In addition to the 5 computer ratings, Silver's system also includes the tournament 

selection committee's seeding of the 68 teams as well as preseason polls from the Associated 

Press. The preseason polls shed light on how a team was expected to do throughout the season 

based on player and coaching experience and talent. This can explain why experienced teams 

who may have underachieved during the season still make deep tournament runs and vice versa. 

The NCAA selection committee is the committee that ultimately determines what teams make 

the tournament and seeds them to determine matchups. This seeding gives a general insight to a 

team's overall performance throughout the year per experts of the sport. 

The additional computer ranking included in the 2017 Tournament is fivethirtyeight's 

own model called an Elo rating. The Elo system, originally created by Arpad Elo to rate chess 

players (fivethirtyeight.com), is a simple model based solely on the final score of a game, home

court advantage, and each game's location. The Elo rating has been applied to many sports prior 

to college basketball and has made a nice addition to Nate' s composite model. Nate Silver 

combines an array of complex ratings into a simple probability model. 

Simple models often see more success in general predictive modeling applications, and 

the NCAA Tournament is no exception. Kaggle.com, a site that hosts a variety of predictive 

modeling competitions, held a competition called "March Machine Learning Mania" in 2014; a 

contest for predicting the respective NCAA Tournament. The Journal of Quqntitative Analysis in 

Sports (JQAS) featured five innovative modeling techniques that performed well in the 

competition. These models employed a vast array of strategies. For example, one model 

incorporated a mixture of multiple logistic regressions, gradient boosted decision trees, and 

neural networks based on similar statistics used in fivethirtyeight's model. It also included a 
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method for decontaminating certain variables due to incorporation of previous tournament data 

in its predictions. 

Another model went a different direction creating what the author calls "Nearest

Neighbor Matchup Effects." While employing a simple linear model to rank teams, the model 

also made adjustments for over and under performance in team matchups based on outcomes 

against teams with similar strengths. This accounts for upsets and other surprising results seen 

throughout the season that are not likely to be repeated. 

Despite many other innovative and advanced models, the winners of the 2014 

competition used a rather simple model. Michael Lopez and Gregory Matthews created a 

weighted average of two logistic regressions. This plays to the point that simple models can do 

the job just as well or even better than more complex models. 

Another previous study on this topic was written by John Ezekowitz and published in the 

Harvard Sports Analysis Collective. Ezekowitz conducted his analysis with the assumption that 

games in the NCAA Tournament are fundamentally different from those during the regular 

season. To test this, he used a variety of publicly available statistics that quantify a team's 

regular season, and also developed a few of his own statistics to measure factors that he felt were 

important in the tournament. In particular, he developed statistics to quantify a team' s confidence 

and tournament experience. To measure confidence, he quantified the value of a team's regular 

season wins over other tournament teams, under the theory that teams who had beaten a lot of 

tournament teams during the regular season would be more confident in their ability to do so 

during the tournament. To evaluate prior tournament experience, he looked at the number of 

players a team had returning from the previous year and combined this with their success in the 

tournament the previous year. The theory behind this was that teams with a large number of 
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players with a history of tournament success would be well suited to be successful in the 

tournament during the coming year. Using this model, Ezekowitz was able to predict the 

tournament more effectively than many of the other computer ranking systems that did not use , 

his confidence and experience metrics. 

H.O. Stekler and Andrew Klein of George Washington University looked at a variety of 

publicly available rankings. To do this, Stekler and Klein collected and combined between 30 

and 45 sets ofrankings published for each year between 2003 and 2010. This combination of 

rankings was then compared to the rankings implied by the tournament selection committee who 

assigns each tournament team a seed between 1 and 16, with 1 seeds being the best. Stekler and 

Klein then tested to see if the combination of outside rankings was a better predictor of 

tournament games than the seedings given by the selection committee. Their study showed that 

these rankings usually produced similar results; however, the combined rankings performed 

slightly better overall than the seedings. The study also showed that these methods of prediction 

were much more effective during the first three rounds of the tournament, and were not 

significantly better than chance during the later rounds of the tournament. 

Data 

For our analysis, we collected data from eleven years ofNCAA Men' s Basketball 

Tournaments, dating from 2006 to 2016. Each of the statistics collected falls into one of four 

categories: general information, offense, defense, and ball control. The majority of the statistics 

collected come from the archived national statistics on NCAA.com, with a few exceptions. 

Turnover margin from 2006-2008, strength of schedule from 2007-2016, free throws attempted 
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per game for all years, and opponent free throws attempted per game for all years were collected 

from teamrankings.com. Strength of schedule from 2006 was collected from cbssports.com. 

The statistics in the general information category include: NCAA Tournament seed, 

season win-loss record, average margin of victory (or defeat), and strength of schedule. 

The statistics in the offensive category include: points scored per game, assists per game, 

field goal percentage, three-point field goals made per game, three-point field goal percentage, 

free throws attempted per game, and free throw percentage. 

The statistics in the defensive category include: points allowed per game, blocks per 

game, steals per game, field goal percentage defense, and opponent free throws attempted per 

game. 

The statistics in the ball control category include: rebound margin per game and turnover 

margin per game. 

Once the statistics were collected, we worked to deal with any of the issues and 

inconsistencies that arose in the data. These inconsistencies were either caused by rule changes 

or by changes in the way a statistic was calculated. For example, starting in the 2009 season, the 

three-point line in college basketball was moved back one foot, causing three-point percentage to 

fall by almost two percent. We cannot directly compare values from before and after this rule 

change, since it would have been easier for a team to have a three-point percentage of 40%, for 

example, under the old rules than under the new rules. Another impactful rule change took place 

at the beginning of the 2016 season, when the shot clock was reduced from 35 seconds to 30 

seconds, which increased the pace of play and increased average scoring by around 5 points per 

game. An example of inconsistent formulas being used to calculate a statistic can be seen in the 

strength of schedule data. Teamrankings.com used a different formula to compute strength of 
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schedule between 2012 and 2016 than it did from 2007 to 2011, and the 2006 data comes from 

cbssports.com, which used another different formula. This makes it impossible for us to directly 

compare the strength of schedule from one year to another. 

To deal with this issue, we normalized the data for each year by subtracting the average 

value of that statistic for a given year and dividing by the sample standard deviation for that year. 

This process creates a normal distribution centered at 0, with values above 0 representing an 

above average value for a given statistic and values below 0 representing a below average 

statistical value. This allows us to compare statistics across years, since we can look at how 

above or below average a team was for a certain statistic, rather than just looking at a single 

statistic. 

Another data issue that we needed to deal with was some of our statistics were very 

highly correlated. For example, a team' s win-loss record has a strong positive correlation to its 

average margin of victory, since teams that win a lot of games tend to also have a high average 

margin of victory. Seed and strength of schedule are also highly correlated, since teams who play 

more difficult schedules are usually rewarded with better seeds. To deal with these correlations, 

we used a process called principal component analysis. This process takes two highly correlated 

statistics, and uses a linear combination of the two to produce one single statistic that can be used 

in place of the two highly correlated statistics. We used this process to produce two sets of 

principal component statistics, one combining seed and strength of schedule, and another 

combining a team's win percentage with its average margin of victory. The formulas used to 

calculate these statistics can be seen in the Appendix. 
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Generalized Linear Models 

One method of predictive modeling that we used was a generalized linear model. A 

generalized linear model (GLM) is a modified version of a traditional linear regression, which 

takes the form: 

The response variable Y is expressed as a linear combination of the independent variables Xi> 

where i can be any number of independent variables. A traditional linear regression solves for the 

constants {30, ... , {3k such that the sum of the squared errors between the actual values of Y and the 

predicted values of Y is minimized. 

A generalized linear model is similar to a traditional regression, but plugs the output Y 

into another function g(Y), which is called the link function. The link function can take a variety 

of forms, depending on what the application of the GLM will be. The inverse of this link 

function is then used to tum the output Y into a predicted value. A log link function take the form 

ln(Y) = {30 + {31X1 + ··· + f3kXk. The inverse of this function expresses the response variable Y 

as a function of the independent variables, taking the form Y = eflo+f31x 1 +···+flkxk·. This allows us 

to model situations where values can only be positive, since the exponential function can only 

produce positive results. 

The link function that we chose was the logit function, whose inverse takes the form 

eflo+fl1X1 +·· -+ flkXk 

Y = ----=------.,.-------.,..-1 + eflo+ f11X1 +···+ flkXk 

which again allows us to express the response variable Y as a function of the independent 

variables. The main advantage of this function is that it produces an output between 0 and 1, 

which allows us to model the probability that a team will win a given game. 
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The statistical packageR is particularly useful for the computation of generalized linear 

models. The built-in glm() function in R takes input data and evaluates the coefficients 

{30 , ... , {3k using maximum likelihood estimation to make the model output best fit actual history. 

An example of the R code for computing GLMs and the resulting coefficient outputs can be seen 

in the Appendix. 

Since our data was not originally in a form that could be used in the GLM, some 

manipulation was required to properly arrange the data. We started by taking the historical 

results from each of the eleven tournaments for which we had data, and finding the winner of 

each given game. We also calculated the difference between each of our collected statistics for 

each matchup and recorded these for use as independent variables in the GLM. For example, one 

matchup in 2016 was Kansas, a number 1 seed scoring 81.6 points per game, against Austin 

Peay, a number 16 seed scoring 76 points per game. Since Kansas won this game 105-79, the 

beginning of the data entry for this entry would be: 

Win Seed PPG 

1 -15 5.6 

This type of calculation was done for every statistic that we collected for every game in each of 

the past eleven years. Win was treated as the response variable that our model was to predict, 

and the other statistics, such as Seed and PPG, were used as the independent, predictive 

variables. This was done both for the raw data that we collected and for the normalized data 

created to remove any inconsistencies arising between separate years of data. 

This produced 2 data sets of 722 entries each, with each entry corresponding to one of the 

722 tournament games played between 2006 and 2016. We were able to use these datasets along 

with the glm() function in R to compute the coefficients to be used to calculate the Y to be 
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plugged into the logit function, which would calculate the probability that a team would win a 

game given a set of independent variables. 

We created many different GLMs using different combinations of the independent 

variables we had available. We created models using every statistic that we had available, and 

also created models using subsets of the data. For example, we created a model whose only 

inputs were the statistics that corresponded to a team's offense, and we also created a model 

using only defensive statistics. We also created models using only statistics that showed a degree 

of statistical significance in the model using every statistic. Models were also created that used 

only seed, wins, losses, average margin of victory, and strength of schedules, which our study of 

decision trees had shown to be the most powerful predictive variables. We also created models 

that replaced some of the most highly correlated variables with the principal component values 

that had been created to fix some of the multicollinearity problems that affected other models. 

Once we had created these models, we had to decide which models produced the highest 

scoring brackets. These would then be the models that we would use to predict the 2017 

tournament. To evaluate these methods, we created a workbook in Microsoft Excel that filled 

out a bracket based on the coefficients from the GLM. For a given game, Excel calculates the 

differences between the statistics for each of the two teams, multiplies them by the 

corresponding GLM coefficients, adds them together, and plugs this value into the logit function 

to produce the probability that each team will win that game. The team with the highest 

probability ofvictory is declared the winner, and advanced into the next round of the 

tournament. This process is used to project each game of the tournament, round by round, all the 

way through the national championship game for each year. These projected results are then 

compared to the actual results of the tournament, and points are awarded using the same scoring 
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method used by ESPN.com. This gives us a way to compare the projections of one GLM against 

another, with the most effective GLMs producing the highest scoring brackets. 

While this method is a good way to compare one model to another, the models we were 

using have biases inherently built into them. Since we were using models containing data from 

2006-2016 to project the tournaments from 2006-2016, our models already contain results from 

whichever year is being predicted, producing biased projections that result in higher scores. To 

remove this bias, we recomputed the GLMs by removing three years of data at random and then 

tested the new GLM on the three years that had been removed. Since the new GLM no longer 

contained data from the year it was projecting, this gave us a more accurate measure of the 

predictive power of our model. As expected, this method produced lower scoring brackets on 

average, since we had removed the upward bias that had originally been built in. This allowed us 

to more accurately choose the best model. However, for our prediction of the 2017 tournament, 

we used the models computed using all years of data, since we would have a larger dataset but 

none of the built in bias, since we did not yet know the 2017 results and could not possibly build 

them into our model. 

We also developed a model that utilized a different GLM for each round of the 

tournament. This comes from the assumption that different characteristics about a team may have 

a different impact in each round. For example, seed may be very important in the early rounds of 

the tournament, but as the tournament progresses and nearly every team is highly seeded, seed 

may become a less powerful predictor. To model this, we ran the GLM and got a different set of 

coefficients for each of the Round of 64, Round of 32, Sweet 16, and for games from the Elite 8 

on. We had to group all games from the Elite 8 on together to get a sample size large enough for 

the GLM to produce logical results. These results matched our original intuition, and showed 
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that as the tournament progresses seed becomes less important, while defense and ball control 

become more important. 

We decided to make eight brackets using various GLMs. We made one bracket using all 

of the raw stats that we had available, and made another using all of the stats after they had been 

normalized. We made a bracket using the GLM with only the five stats that our decision trees 

analysis had shown to be most impactful, and also made a bracket using the GLM with the stats 

that we arbitrarily thought were most important. Another bracket was made using the GLM for 

the data using the principal component analysis stats in place of highly correlated statistics. We 

also made a bracket using the model that used a different GLM for each round of the tournament. 

We also included brackets made from using GLMs with only offensive stats or only defensive 

stats, even though our testing had shown that these did not have great predictive power. 

Decision Trees and Random Forests 

Decision trees are a popular form of machine learning that can be used in a plethora of 

ways. At a high level, they work by taking a set of data and determining multiple binary 

classification and/or regression subsets. These subsets give quick and accurate insight to 

correlations between important variables and the variable we want to predict. Beginning with the 

whole set of data at the top of the tree called the root node, the decision tree uses an algorithm to 

determine which variables split the outcomes in the most substantial ways. Said another way, the 

algorithm looks at all the correlations between the variables and desired predictive variable and 

splits on the variable that gives the most distinct result. 

For our purposes, we want to predict what basketball statistics are important in 

determining whether a team will win a tournament game or not. We were able to look at the past 
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11 years of college basketball regular season statistics of tournament teams and compare them to 

how they performed in the respective tournament. The population has often championed certain 

statistics such as seed and points per game as important metrics for making their annual picks. 

How powerful and accurate are these predictors? Are there other, less obvious statistics flying 

under the radar that have an unexpected predictive power? Decision trees can help sort that out 

for us. 

The 'rpart' package in R helps us make custom decision trees with any multivariate data 

set. Below is a simple example of a decision tree calculated from the 2009 tournament. Again, 

we start with the root node at the top which contains all the 2009 tournament games and results 

along with each team's statistics for that tournament. We are looking to predict wins, so the 

algorithm uses that in our root node, denoting a loss as a '0' and a win as a '1.' What this root 

node tells us is first whether it' s a win or loss (it starts with 0), then it tells us the percent of 

teams that have losses (50%) and the percent that have wins (also 50%). This makes sense that 

wins and losses are evenly split in the root node because every game must have a winner and a 

loser. The last number tells us the percentage of the data that is in that bucket, with all the data 

(100%) being in the root node. The algorithm then compared all the relevant statistics, 

1 .'i 

0 
.50 .50 
100% 

··· ·~· Seed>= - 0.88 ·~J········· ·· · ·· ·: 
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determined that seed was the most powerful predictor, and split the root node into two subsets 

using the seed statistic. Because we used standardized statistics, the value -0.88 does not make 

complete sense for seed, but intuition holds in that lower values are better. This number was also 

strategically picked by the algorithm as the most telling number. Now we see if a team had a 

seed higher than the standardized value of -0.88, it moved to the left bucket. If it was lower, it 

moved to the right bucket. Next we can observe the values in each bucket. Node number 2 tells 

us by the top number that most teams in this bucket lost. The second row tells us specifically 

what percent of teams in this bucket won and lost. With that, we see 72% lost and 28% won in 

the 2009 tournament. The last number tells us that 53% of the data is in this bucket. Likewise in 

node 3, we can see that 47% of the teams fell into this bucket and most of them won; specifically 

75%. 

Further analysis and manipulation of different settings in the decision tree code can result 

in more complex trees like the one on the following page. This tree, taken from the 2016 

tournament data, gives more in depth analysis of the relevant statistics and can give further 

predictive insight to these statistics. 

There are two algorithms that we can utilize in the ' rpart' decision tree code depending 

on the data we are using and what we are trying to accomplish. Information gain or entropy is 

often used for classified variables and exploratory analysis while Gini impurity is better suited 

for continuous data and minimizing misclassification (garysieling.com). Some say the two 

algorithms do not produce significantly different results, but since we are dealing almost 

exclusively with continuous data, we used the Gini impurity method. 
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.... . 8 505<0.52 8 

~ 
~ 

StealsPG < -0.84 ········· ············· ···· ··· 

0 
.54 .46 

10% 

OppFTAPG >= -0.23 

How Gini impurity works is by measuring the disorder of a set of elements. This 

measurement "is calculated as the probability of mislabeling an element assuming that the 

element is randomly labeled according to the distribution of all the classes in the set" (Magic 

Behind Constructing a Decision Tree). The author of the aforementioned article also provides a 

good example of calculating this probability: 

Example: Suppose we have a set with 6 elements: {red, red, blue, blue, blue, blue}. (TJ;e classes of 
this set are red and blue). We select an element at random. Then we randomly label it according 
to the distribution of classes in the set. This would be equivalent to labeling the selected element 
by rolling a 6 sided die with 4 blue sides and 2 red sides. The probability that we misclassify the 
element is equal to the probability that we select a red element times the probability that we label 
it blue plus the probability that we select a blue element times the probability that we label it red. 
This is 2/6 * 416 + 4/6 * 2/6 = 16136. 
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An original Gini impurity is calculated for the root node. The larger the number of variables, the 

closer to 1 the beginning measure is. The goal of this algorithm is to minimize the average Gini 

impurity at each level. This is how the decision tree decides what variable to first split on, by 

choosing the split that minimizes the average Gini impurity the most. 

The algorithm does this with each successive bucket until it reaches either a minimum 

bucket size or a maximum depth set by the user. It is important to not grow trees too deep, also 

known as overfitting, as being too specific can reduce the overall predictive power. For example, 

making dozens of splits on one tree will often result in ending buckets, or terminal nodes, with 

only 1 team. While this is very descriptive for a team that has that exact set of statistics, it is hard 

to apply this to other teams in the future. It is too unlikely that a future team will exactly mirror a 

past team's statistics. This is the issue with making models too specific. Often times simpler is 

better, but there is no hard and fast rule to knowing how deep to fit the data for a decision tree. 

Discretion should be used based on the size of the data, the number of variables, and the desired 

results. 

Our approach to decision trees was to find the general trends in terms of the top statistics 

for each year, each round, and over the whole data combined. With the volatility of each 

tournament results, we wondered if different statistics held different weights in different seasons. 

We first started by including every statistic and seeing what the best split was for each year, 

round, and overall. After the top statistic was recorded, we eliminated it from the decision tree 

test to see what the algorithm valued second best. We repeated this until we found the top 10 

statistics for each category. These results can be found in the appendix. Encouragingly, these 

results were mostly consistent with those found using the GLM. 
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One downside to decision trees is they do not incorporate any randomness in their 

predictions. With the various decision tree buckets we have been exploring, we find that different 

outlooks give different results. For example, while seed is often ranked very highly, the exact 

number where it splits differs from year to year. More specifically, the 2009 and 2011 

tournaments both valued seed as the most predictive statistic, but 2011 set that split at 0.78, more 

than one standard deviation higher than 2009 split of -0.88. 

A way to incorporate these different measures is through ensembling an array of decision 

trees and averaging them. This ensemble creates what is called a random forest. An additional 

benefit of random forests is they can utilize the specificity of overfitting decision trees while 

negating the consequences. By default, random forests grow trees as far as possible and average 

them together. Because the algorithm for decision trees results in the same overfitted tree every 

time, random forests introduce a source of randomness. This is done by using various subsets of 

both the rows in the data as well as the variables. For our purposes, this helps us better 

incorporate the chances of an upset. While a 15 upsetting a 2 seed in the tournament is rare, it 

has happened a handful of times. Despite this, a model may never predict a 15 seed to beat a 2 

seed in any decision tree based on statistics alone. This randomness introduces that chance. 

The 'randomforest' package in R allows us to run such random forests and produce 

probability metrics for each individual team indicating their chance to win a particular game. The 

'randomforest' package even allows us to determine how many trees we want to run. We ran 

2,000 trees based on past data in different combinations and applied them to the 2017 data to 

give each team its probability to win each game. 

After running the random forests, the output uses the removed subsets of data and tests 

them on the created model. One of these plots is found in figure 1 below. This plot measures the 
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increase in mean squared error (MSE) of the model if a designated variable was removed from a 

model. Like decision threes, this is another indicator to what statistics hold the most predictive 

power and even measures such power. 

Seed 0 

PCSeedSOS 0 

Margin 0 

Figure 1: This plot indicates the sos 0 

percentage that the mean squared PCWinLoss 0 

error of the historical picks increases TurnoverMargin 0 

if the subsequent statistic is removed FGPctDefense 0 

for the Round of 64. The higher the FGPct 0 

value, the more influential the PPG 0 

statistic. The large drop off after the ThreePtFGPct 0 

5th statistic indicates that the OppFTAPG 0 

statistics following only marginally BtocksPG 0 

improve the predictability, and even ReboundMargin 0 

adding up many of those small errors FTPct 0 

does not noticeably increase AssistsPerGame 0 

predictability. StealsPG 0 

DefensivePPG 0 

FTAPG 0 

ThreePtFGPerGame 0 

I I I I I I I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
%1ncMSE 

Once these tests were completed, we set up various brackets generated by random forests. These 

brackets were determined using different combinations of statistics. Like the GLM, we created brackets 

incorporating all statistics tested as well as ones only using the general information statistics. This gave us 

general brackets and brackets generated by the consistently high ranking influence of the general 

information statistics. We also made brackets determined by the top 4 and top 6 statistics ranked by the 

'rpart' decision trees and the top 4 and top 10 ranked statistics based on the MSE plots from the random 

forests. Using varying amounts of statistics can help us determine if there is any benefit to adding 

additional inputs. 
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Analyzing that not every round of the tournament values each statistic equally, we created two 

brackets for each statistical combination. One used the rankings of all our historical games in each round 

to determine a single probability for a team. We then applied this single probability to all rounds in 2017. 

In this case, each team had the same probability of winning a game, no matter what round they were 

potentially playing in. For reference, we will simply call them General Probability (GP) brackets. The 

other analyzed how different statistics ranked in each round and generated different probabilities for each 

team based on the round they would potentially be playing in. These will be referenced as Round By 

Round (RBR) brackets. These combinations of brackets gave a good spectrum from simplicity to 

complexity. 

Results 

To track the success of our brackets, we created a group on ESPN.com. This scored the 

brackets for us, and also allowed us to compare the success of our brackets against the total of 

18.8 million brackets that were entered on ESPN.com. ESPN provides statistics on where a 

bracket ranks out ofthe 18.8 million entered, and also lists what percentile a bracket is in. For 

example, a bracket in the 60•h percentile has a higher score than 60% of the brackets entered on 

ESPN. 

In total, our group was comprised of24 brackets: 8 GLM brackets, 12 random forest 

brackets, 1 bracket from another computer-based prediction, and 3 control brackets. For one 

control, we picked the tournament based only on seed, which is the simplest method of filling out 

a bracket and also provided a benchmark to measure our predictive brackets against. The other 

two control brackets were the personal brackets that we filled out individually based on our own 

intuition. 
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After the first 16 games of the tournament on the first day, our brackets were doing very 

well. 5 of our 24 brackets predicted every game correctly, representing 20.8% of our group. For 

comparison, after the first day, only 0.8% of all brackets on ESPN were still perfect. We had a 

total of 20 out of 24 brackets miss two or fewer games, which was 83.3% of our group, 

compared with 26.3% of all brackets. 22 of our brackets were above the 50•h percentile after day 

one. The average score of all brackets in our group ranked #7 out of the roughly 58,000 eligible 

groups that had been created on ESPN.com. 

By the end of the first round, we did not have any perfect brackets remaining. However, 

17 of our 24 brackets predicted at least 27 of the first 32 games correctly, which represented 

70.8% of our group. Only 5.1% of all brackets on ESPN were this successful, showing that our 

predictive models were creating some value. At the end of the first round, 22 of our 24 brackets 

were above the 50'" percentile, and our group ranked # 1 0 out of all groups on ESPN. 

The remaining rounds of the tournament were not as successful for our group. In the 

second round, Villanova was upset by Wisconsin, knocking out the team that 16 of our brackets 

had predicted to win the national championship. Despite this, after the second round 18 of our 24 

brackets were still above the 50'" percentile. However, our group fell to #3202 out of all groups 

on ESPN. 

The biggest failure of our predictions was that none of our models predicted that eventual 

champion North Carolina would win the tournament. Our group's ranking suffered, as we fell 

behind many of the groups that included brackets picking North Carolina to win the tournament. 

At the end of the tournament, our group ranked as #26,000 out all eligible groups on ESPN.com. 

However, 18 of our 24 brackets were still above the 50'" percentile. 
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Removing the 3 control brackets, 17 of our 21 predictive brackets finished above the 50•h 

percentile. If the results of the tournament were totally random, there would be a 0.35% chance 

of this happening, which is roughly a 1 in 277 chance. This shows that our predictive models 

were effective and did add significant value to the process of filling out a bracket. The models 

were certainly better than our personal methods, as Tim's bracket finished tied for last in our 

group and Cody's bracket finished 22"". 

The results of the GLM brackets were very encouraging. Of the eight GLM brackets we 

entered in our group, seven finished above the 50•h percentile. GLM brackets also made up four 

of the top five brackets in our group. The single highest scoring bracket in our group was also a 

GLM bracket. A copy of this bracket can be seen in the Appendix. The Appendix also contains a 

table showing the testing results for each of the GLM models and a description of each of the 

GLM formulas. 

The most successful GLM bracket was the bracket created with a model using 

normalized data and only seed, win-loss record, average margin of victory, and strength of 

schedule. We were not surprised that this bracket performed well, since our analysis showed that 

these statistics were some of the most powerful predictors of tournament success. This bracket 

ended with a final score of 1170, which placed it in the 93"' percentile on ESPN.com. 

One of the most surprising results from the GLM came from the brackets created using 

all available statistics. The bracket created using all available statistics and raw data finished 2"" 

in our group with a score of 1070, while the bracket created using all statistics and normalized 

data finished tied for 13th with a score of730. We had expected the score for these two models to 

be very similar since they were using essentially the same inputs, but there was a large difference 
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between the two scores. This variance can probably be attributed to chance, since the models had 

scored very similarly in testing and only had a few different predictions for the 2017 tournament. 

Another interesting result was the performance of the bracket using principal component 

statistics. We had utilized these statistics to try to eliminate some of the correlation between 

variables, and hoped that this would improve the model's predictive power. However, the 

bracket created with this model only finished 11 '' with a score of 770, which placed it right in the 

middle of the pack. This shows that even though principal component statistics may reduce the 

correlation between variables, they did not improve the efficiency of our models. 

We were also not surprised by the two GLM brackets that had the lowest scores. These 

were the two brackets created using only offensive and defensive statistics, respectively. These 

methods had performed poorly in testing, but we felt that it was worth adding them to our group 

to see how they performed. The offense-only bracket finished 19•' with a score of 660, while the 

defense-only bracket finished tied for 16th with a score of 670. 

With 9 of the 12 brackets generated by random forests finishing in the top 50% of 

ESPN' s rankings, random forests also proved to have predictive power. This set of brackets did 

particularly well in the first round. 5 of our 6 top brackets after the Round of 64 were created 

using random forests, with two brackets predicting the first 21 games correctly and 30 of the first 

32 games. The latter two were RBR brackets (recall description on page 27) created using the top 

4 and 6 statistics from the rpart decision tree rankings. Of the three other random forest brackets 

in the top 6, two of them also used the RBR method. On average, the RBR brackets picked 1.5 

more games correctly than their GP counterparts. 

Despite the strong start, the random forest brackets did not perform as well after the 

Round of 32. One of the potential downfalls to this set of brackets that may have contributed to 
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this was its tendency to pick the overall number 1 seed, Villanova, to win the championship. 

When Villanova fell in the Round of 32, this severely damaged this set' s potential. Specifically, 

2 of the top 6 brackets after the Round of 64 were also 2 of the 3 that did not finish the 

tournament in the top 50%. Combined, these particular brackets correctly predicted a mere 1 

team of possible 8 to reach the Final Four. This round values correct picks at 80 points each 

opposed to the 1 0 points for each correct first round pick. This proves the importance of the later 

rounds. While picking so many of the first games correctly is a feat, correct picks in the later 

rounds are far more valuable. 

The GP brackets on average had better overall scores than the RBR brackets. This is 

largely due to their success in predicting teams to reach the Elite 8. While these brackets only 

had an average of one correct pick more than their by round counterparts, these picks were worth 

40 points apiece. This further proves the importance of predicting games correctly in the later 

rounds. However, it is much more difficult to predict the winners of later rounds, since there is 

no guarantee that a team will not be eliminated earlier in the tournament, such as Villanova was 

this year. 

As for the specific models used, applying the top ranked statistics with the RBR method 

according to the MSE of the random forest placed 2nd and 3rd (both 73.2 percentile) among 

random forest brackets. Applying the GP method with MSE rankings proved to be significantly 

less successful; finishing in the middle of the pack. What's more, using the top 4 statistics in this 

measure versus the top 10 provided the exact same RBR and GP predictions. This shows adding 

additional statistics provided no further advantage or disadvantage. 

Despite the findings above, another model that worked comparatively well was when all 

statistics were applied. Applying both RBR and GP methods, the models using all statistics 
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finished 4th (72.2 percentile) and 5th (61.7 percentile) respectively among random forest 

brackets. While these brackets were not among the top performers in the 1st round, they placed 

in the top 3 for the following 3 rounds. The scoring emphasis on the later games certainly helped 

these brackets hold firm through the later rounds. 

As for the the model pairs that did not perform as well, the top 4 statistics according to 

the rpart decision tree rankings as well as using only the general information statistics did not 

prove fruitful. Three of these brackets finished below the 50th percentile, and the 4th easily 

could have. This bracket, calculated using only general information statistics, predicted only one 

Elite 8 team, Gonzaga, correctly. The fact that Gonzaga made it all the way to the national 

championship game aided this bracket' s final standing. Had Gonzaga not made the 

championship, it too would have fallen below the 50th percentile. While these brackets 

performed well in the first round, correctly picking many of the upsets, they continued to pick 

the same upsets in the later rounds resulting in some very high seeds making deep runs. When 

these higher seeds bowed out early, these bracket placements severely plummeted. 

Conclusion 

Obviously, none of our models were perfect. From the start, we never expected them to 

be perfect. This is one of the realities of predictive modeling; no matter how well constructed a 

model is, it will never be able to perfectly predict the future. However, it is clear that our 

methods were effective and added a significant amount of value to the process of filling out a 

bracket. From this standpoint, we view our project as a huge success. It also gave us a great 

opportunity to grow our skill and experience with predictive modeling. In the grander scheme of 

things, predictive modeling can help people make predictions not only for fun events such as 
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March Madness but also has applications in many other fields. It is truly proving to be an integral 

aspect in minimizing losses, forecasting disasters, and many other things. Overall, predictive 

modeling helps us understand how to best assist others in more efficient ways. The beauty of the 

NCAA tournament is that a new season starts next year, and we will refine and improve our 

models, so that we can try again, and be wrong again, next year. 
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Appendix 

Principal Component Statistics Formulas 

How to get Principal Component Values for Seed and SOS 
1. Start with Raw Seed Data and Normalized SOS Data 
2. Subtract 8. 725784 from Seed and Divide by 4.6734983 
3. Divide SOS by .9924682 
4. ADD: (AdjSeed*-.5218674+AdjSOS* .5218674) 
5. Multiply by .99931 
How to get Principal Component Values for WinPct and Margin 
I. Start with Normalized WinPct and Margin Values 
2. Divide WinPct by .9924682 
3. Divide Margin by .9924682 
4. ADD: (AdjWinPct*.5251833+AdjMargin*.5251833) 
5. Multiply by 1.00690143 

Sample GLM R code 

# Set workspace 
setwd("/Users/codykocher/Documents" ) 

# Load excel package 
libra ry ( "xlsx ") 

# Lo ad Data i nto R 
DifferenceData = read.xlsx("GLMData.xlsx", sheetindex 3 ) 

# Run GLM on all sta ts 
myl ogit <- glm (Win - Seed + Wins + Losses + PPG + Defensive .PPG + 
Marg in + Re b ound. Margi n + Assi sts. Per. Game + Blocks . PG + Steals.PG + 
Turn ov e r.Margin + FG .. + FG ... Def e n se+ X3 . FG . Per. Game + X3 .FG .. + 
FT .. + FTA. PG + Opp . FTA . PG + SOS , data = Di f fe renc eDa ta , family = 
"binomial") 

# View GLM c o e ffi c i ents 
s ummary (myl ogi t ) 
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Sample GLM coefficient output 

Seed -0.01283 
Wins 0.3974 
Losses 0.07022 
PPG -0.79645 
Defensive PPG 0.71747 
Margin 0.62926 
Rebound Margin 0.27889 
Assists Per Game -0.24508 
Blocks PG 0.05182 
Steals PG 0.04011 
Turnover Margin 0.29092 
FG% 0.24139 
FG% Defense -0.02151 
3 FG Per Game 0.15007 
3FG% -0.11109 
FT% 0.03268 
FTAPG -0.16168 
OppFTAPG -0.06647 
sos 0.65594 

Sample Decision Tree Code 
1 # LoMi the q>ar t 1 Hwan cs 
2 library{rpart) 
3 Hbrary{rattle) 
4 'H br a r y { rpal' t.pl ot ) 
S libnu-y{RColof6r·ewer) 
6 
7 
s 
9 

#&ets the woddng th recto~y t~) ~ iw cie~,,·ed '\ncar. Hltl lh«t the deci~dtrrt tr<el!: plot w'il1 be ~.<lvt."d to 
setwd( "/ Users / Ti"'!Oocuments/20l i Spr1ng/Thcs1s/Ocdsion Trees/") 

10 
1l 
12 
B 
H 
15 
16 
l7 
La 
19 
20 
41 
12 
23 
.24 
15 

F ,.,n,~q:•t(J~~. 5!'ed, PPG , Defe,ncsivef'PG, 'largin, winPn., P'(!i!'N:lSQS, rc .. •intKtM:a:•qin, 
# R( .. bOundMa-1'')-in,. A";,!rr"i~t5- f)rtrGi~m~ .. , C1£Xl:>PG,. S.tt\il~PGt tu:t'M··~*l"'M<~lrq 'ih l! 

it FGP!:t. FGP<: tf)~;f.t•n<;e, Tbl't!i;'P<,FGPerGa-, Thr!!ePtFG!>cr ,. FTPct, FTAPG. 
~ t;1pp-:F f:APG ... ws;t P.:(:W):i"'l{., ¢~:;. -~ T<nu-n .. 'trra;;tltW'ln~' "T()Uf'H..'!H1~~t~~tt~~t<e·s. Pl.;\yll'l~'~n~. RJ54,~1nzy ~ 

if '112win~, Rlv"hns. R&wi rv;, Mwins, f<J'win!. 

e<:re,ates a de:cis,i011 u·e-e t;p1Hting win or lo~s {:In the fo11o:,.ing statisti<:.s f(•r the 2016 ruurnam.,fH 
fit: ~ .. rpart.(W1norloss - Seed * PPG ·~ Oefensivef'PG • MaqJin + winPct ~· PCSeedSOS • PCW1npoctlMargin ' 

Reboond!-!at·gi n • Ass:istsPerGame .- slm:ksPG • StealsPG • TurnoverMargin .. 
FGPtt • FGPCtOefellSe • lltre~PtFGPer<>ame • Tht·~eP~FGPt; t; • FTP<;,t • fTAPG • 
OpJ)f'TAPG· ~ SOS • PC\II'inLoss, 

data=tournament2016, 
·methlxl"' "ci ass ' ' ) 

26 £plots th;:; de:cis>.::m t:ree 
27 f ancyRpa.rtP 1 ot ( f it) 
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Sample Random Forest Code 
1 
1 
1 
4 
5 
6. 
1 
8 
9 

10 
ll 
12 
l) 
VI 
1> 
Hi 
17 
18 
19 
20 
:21. 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
;!(i 
27 

#load t he rruld<ri'r.west 1 ihrary 'into R l"o't>rl..spact! 
1 ibrary( t·anclo.'IIForest:) 

iiSet ~><'~r>ldng tJ;r;;-.;rot>y ~o desi~~d d;>St10111.>0n fr.,,. r.Htdo"' ·or"w; t p redioio!'l , . .,.suh!'. 
s~twdC' / usersll'il!l/O¢euments/2017 SpdniJ/Thes is/ Oeci 5ion T ree:o / R.arldom ~orests/2017 Pnedicti<nlS '1l 
#Sets randomiz>l.tici1 seed few random f orest algodthm 
~et.s.eed (444 ) 

,.,.,..:.>t<:<: a r··,<.rldom for-.. -.c has.t:><l {.It) t h<' de~lrt>d d,,,.., ;.~d"fl ~b.- <l••<;fr•E>fl •,t:ni~-.:ics .m4 t1uml~.,.,. <>f :r····,..~. 
fit ><·· rande>.!I!Forest fWinort.oss - Seed ~ SOS ~ PC:Winpc:tiolarg i n - OppFTAPG, 

data, a llYears 1 

ilqlot•tanc.e~TRU£ , 

ntree~:?OOO) 

IIF it:; ~h.- r·•\rtdtw< fore•, t 
v.arl~qJP1ot(fi t ) 

liD<! ermines predictive va. lues f;o' enc:h teal~' b«st>d on 201? season .data 
P'r edi<:tion ~ - predict ( fit, tournament2tll7) 

115ct!. up data j'.·,;,-~ i:or writ ~ nq preditticns {0 Ll"t.::l f1le 
sui:lll!!i t < data. frame (Te.am::ode "' t ourmment2:0ii}ieam::ode, seed 

wi n J>r-obabi li ey ·" Predi <:t:i on) 

<1'\!int;~:; l>rw!fi<::t>Q•~ to l'>tc!ll f-ile 
wth~~ .cs.v (s1.1bmit, file ~ ''a11 v~ars.csv" , r'Ow.ruune.~ ' fM SF) 

tournament.20liSSeed, 

Decision Tree Top Statistic Rankings 

Rank 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

1 Se~d S«< Seed s~ed PCWinpctMi>rsin ~ 
2 I'I:Se~-d~ PC~SO$ Ma!llin PCSeedSOS Seed OppFf~ 

) M"'f!on rt:Y!Inp~-~Mi>rsln P::S..edso:. SO$ M.-gin M:,rs,i~_, 

4 IONJnpctMar,lin Maf'iin ;os PCWinpctM"'S.in K:.O~SOS PC:.Oo!dSOS 
s sos sos PCWinJ~ctM·a:-gi~ M~rgjn = !;0~ 

6 Ril~t !'tO<:kr.iP3 F6~1:0¢fen""' flcl>oond MarJiii'1 R.d><x.>ndMilOl'gin " PPG 
7 Bloeksi>G FGPttD~fe<'lse 1'ui'I'IOOP-rMarg<n FTAPG FGPttOef!nse WiAI'<:t 

8 QppFTAPG C;,f.;n$1v;,PPG RoibO<JndW.'l!<n M;;ltl$1'10rG3tn., 1'1'~ PCWinpctMli<Sin 

• RebwndMaf'iin FGPtt Ootfe-n!i"·!!PPG II?,; PPG Turn<W.,-Mar:gin 
!0 WG Th<eePil'GP<:t !!l<>eks!'G Wil\f>rt Wir'>Ptt FGPtt 

R•n1< 2012 201! 2014 2015 2015 1111v .... 
1 I'CSeedSO!i PC~SOS PC>eed505 Seed 50!> Pc:>eed>OS 

2 ~0~ sos sos P(S0¢4SOS K~~os ~ 
s R5 1><:.0.,fon"" ~ Seed ~OS. OppfTAPG SO'S 

4 Seed Ma.J'6in Ma!llin Margin s-~d PCWinpctMqin 
s, M¥!jin PPG PCWinp~Worgin PCWinouM;••sJn FTPr;:; M;nein 
6 Block"M WfnPct O..f,.n,;ivePPG FGI><:t fTAPG OppFTAPG 

7 D<i!!~tiv~PPG IONi~'>M~M~tQin Ro;t>r;,.,n,{lW.t'flir'l PPG P::Winpr;:;Mi\Ot'flil'l ilet>r;,vt>;!M~rgjn 

a OppFTAPG FGPtt I'GPct Winf'tt FGP<:t 
1'<31'< ""'"""' 9 PCWinp<tMatgin iurnCNerMargfn Op:>fTA!>U ThreePtfG.,..,Game Stea"l!:o~ FG~< 

10 Reb.,..mdM:.> n Steul$PG Thrc.,d'\FGP<t R5P~tOr.:fcn., M·~Jr · in Dofcn::;.;v..PPG 

R•nk Rquncl of64 R-d <>f~ Roundo05 Round e>fl! RO!Ind of4 ~uncl<>l 2 

1 I'I:Se~d$0'; I>Cs-i~05 Seed Def~nsi""PPG VJins Margin 
2 s.eed see4 kSeedso;; PPG PPG ThreePtFGP<:t 

' so; sos Winli S·ll:""o!'G FTP« K wi .. t~~ 
4 PCWin lD:>s Wins ;os FG~t Margin t-S!\:tO~fe:'lS<l 

s M~in PCWin L= Margin ITPt~ PCWinlct;:r; Stebi~PG 

6 Wins M<tf'iin Pi:Wf.nl.tY.s-. Margin ltJs:ses FTPct 
7 Lr!x'..$eS Losse~ Los.ses sos ill«!<" &r:xksPG 

a OppFTAPG f'Gf'tt De'feruivePPG Jhr«PtfGP« A•sists~mc FGP<c: 
9 PI'S F<il'r:.tOefen~ !'lod:sPG PC:..edS.~S -PCS<!<!d50S sos 
10 r.,rnov,.rMa:r!lin PPG RebovndW.Iltfn >eed FGP<t P::se¢dSOS 
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